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SUMMARY 

The Controlled Directional Reception (CDR) seismic meth@d is a 
seismic reflection technique used widely in the USSR which is claimed to be 
successful in elucidattngcomplicated geological structures. BaSically 
it involves the s\.lJ!llDB.t1on of recorded selSJliic traces after introductioll of 
various time delays between them · so as to enhance in turn events l11th 
different apparentdipso .. wlthnopri6r knol1ledge of the Russian meth~dp 
Dr W.A.So Butement of PlesseyPaclfic pty Ltd suggested to the Bureau of 
Mineral Resources the possible use of directional beaming methods in seismic 
prospecting. . 

An area at the northern margiD of the Amadeus Basin ",here previous 
seismic work had indicated maDY steeply dipping seismic events vas selected 
for BMR field trials of controlled directioul reoeptioBmethoda in 1969. 
The technique used was based on both the ideas of Dr Butement aad the method 
used ~ the USSR. DurUig 1910 the recommended method of CDR traoe SUlIIID8.tion 
processing was carried out snd p for comparisOD p various digital prooesses 
were also applied to the data. 

The fieldexpertmentsusing shot-bole and geophon8 patterns 
extended ~t right-angles to the traverse ad approximately along 'fo1'll1&tioB 
strike yielded seismic data of imprGVed quality oompared to previous work. 
The trace summation processiDg segregated events according to their dip but 
su~plied no additional information. 

Digital processing including deconvolution and velooity filtering 
improved tbequality of the data particularly in the region of poor quality 
close to the basin margin. !he prooess Migration Staok, recently made 
available by Geophysical Service International, has been shown to provide & 

readily interpretabie section but to have limitations. 

The area at the northern margin of the Amadeus Basin ",as probably 
ill-chosen asa site for tests of the CDR methodo An area where seismio 
events of different dips interfere should be selected-- for further tests o 

+ 
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1.. INTRODUCTION 

The Controlled Directional Reception (CDR) seismic method is 
the name. given to a seismic refleotion teohnique which has .been used widely 
in the USSR. it 1s olaimed to have been partioUlarly successful in 
separatiDg interfering events in regions of complicated geological struotureo 

.. :' ' Dr W~A.S. Butement of Plessey Pacific pty Ltd in 1961 approached 
the(Bureau of Mineral Resouroes (BMR) w1 th suggestions for improvement in 
seismioprospecting teohniques based on his experienoe with radar and sonar 
beamirig· method8·~ The partioular technique suggested, involving both 
dfrectlonalreception andnon-speoular rerleot~onp was noto hovever, oonsidered 
i6'bed1i:·ectly a.pplioable to land seismio work .. 

A short field 'experiment was oarried out in July 1969 following a 
recommendation for CDR work based on the ideas of Dr 'Butement (Appendix 1) 
and a desire to test the Russian methodo The area selected for the work 
was at the northern margin of the Amadeus Basin near Owen Springs, 50 kIll west 
of Alioe;. Springs, NoT. , where a previous seismio survey indicated many steeply 
dipping events arid possible oomplioated struotUreo Recording was along part 
of Line ~3N of~he Mount Renni~Ooraminna SeiSmic and Gravity Survey 

. (Geophys1oa:l Assooiates, 1961). . 

The data reoorded were later subjeoted to CDR trace summation 
proces,smg s1mllarto that used in the USSR and to a sequenoe of digital 
processlng. . This reportdisousses the. relative merits of these two approaches 
artdthe 'w8:7 in which the processed seismic data supplies information on the 
struotureof the northern margin of the Amadeus Basin near OvenSpr1nga. 

Logistically tbe field experiment was part of Gosses Bluff Seismic 
Survey (BroWn, 1911&) during which the CDR methodvaa alao used in an attempt 
to elucidate cOwplioated structure near the centre of Gosses Bluff (Brovnp 
1971b) • 

2.. PREVIOUS CONTROLLED DlRECTIOnL RECEPl'IOH WORK 

The members of the US exchange delegation in . petroleum geophysics 
",ho vis1ted the USSR in 1965 reported (Keller et al. p 1966) that "the most 
outstaridingdifferenoeb.~een US and Soviet practioe in refleotion shooting 
is their widespread use of the Rieber method, whlch they deSignate as 
Controlled Direotional Receptionoooo"o Rieber (1937)eatabllshed BODle of 
the basio prinoiples of the methOd but it uaa never used exteriaive~ in the 
USA 0 Riabinkin developedth.e Russian version oftheteohD.ique and ,has written . 
a oomprehensive treatise on the sUbject (Ri8.b1nk1l1 et &lop 1962)0 Translation 
from the Russian of the table of contents and ot thachapter desoribing field 
techniqussappeara as Appendix · 2 to this Record ~ . , . 

The RUssianCDRehootmg arrangment nomally118es aspre&d of 36 
geophones ,viththeshot .firedaome dlstanoa froll the end: of the spread 0 The 
signals from nine adjacent geophones ~ recorded ·1.J1 v~1able area on 35 mill 

f~~,fC?\1r_ t'.~_ st.;"!~~ .. ~_ al~ ,l?~_~_~q~~~o ~~~ss~rr~1J~1_~t-'tat~ ot ,the 
CDR method 11es in the prooessingo The nine traces on a film record are 
summed using an .optical system vlthmovable slite whioh can be adjusted so 
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as to introduoe any desired amount of move out across the reoord. Events 
recorded are thus segregated on the basis of apparent velooityand in this 
way it is possible to distinguish refleotions with different dips in zones 
of complicated geologioal structure. 

'lbe method is reputedly most successful and a great deal of CDR 
work has been reported from the USSR. For example, processing of CDR 
recordings bas been disoussed by PUzrrev (1961) f III&DY investigations using 
CDR are reported in Zhigaoh (1963). ' Experiments with the CDR method in 
India (Nomokonov et al., 1968) "proved the utility of the CDR teohnique in 
detailing steeply dipping and complex geological structures." 

The widespread use of the CDR method in the USSR and in partioular 
the optioal processing teohniques involved must be seen in oontext of the 
Russians' belated introduotion, relative to western countries, of magnetio 
recoJ;ding, and playbaok with dynamic oorreotions. Digital reoording and 
processing teohniques are even now still in their infanoy in the USSR. 

. . The seismic teohnique suggested by Dr .Hutement . in personal 
communication with the Secretary, Department of National Development, was to 
set out a line of explosive charges intersecting at right-angles a line of 
geophones. Simultaneous detonation of such a line of charges would 
conoentrate the energy into a vertical plane perpendioular to the line. 
Detonation of the charges with delays introduoed between them would concentrate 

. the energy into a half-cone beam whose axis is the line of charges. He 
suggested introducing delays into the outputs of the geophones so that, after 
para1lellngthes8outputs, a reception half-cone beam with axis the line 
of geophones. ' woUld be set up. Because the line of charges and the line of 
geophones are at right-angles, energy would be recorded only t'rom a "narrow 
cigar-shaped lobe" where the transmission and reception half-oones overlapped. 
In this way, by adjusting the parameters of the shot and geophone lines, DlUl ti
direotional scanning from a single location was proposed in orQer to build up 
a three-dimensional piotureof the sub-surface. Dr ~tement'B ideas involved 
the utilization of non-specular as well as specular reflections. 

The method described was not considered by BMR officers to be 
directly applicable to land seismic vork using existing equipment. However, 
recommendations for exper~ental CDH work based on the ideas of Dr .Hutement 
were made (Appendix 1). 

3. O:BJECT~ 

The prime objective of the work was to assess the effectiveness 
of controlled directional reception seismic techniques in a region 01' oomplicated 
geological structure. 

Later vas added the objective to use modern methods of digital 
processing to . enhance the record.ed data and to compare the effectiveness of 
this with normal analogue processiJig apd · CDR trace summation processing. 
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4 •. '" CONTROLLbID DIRECTIONAL RECEPl'ION EXPERIMENTS 

Location 

The '· eXperiments in controlled direct10nalreoept1on methods 'tIere 
. :carriedout at the northertlE!nd .of Line >-3N of the .Mount Rennie-ooram1nna 
. Seismic . and ~ravity S~ey (Geophysical As so c.iates , 1967)0 Shot-points 

3.2}=.329" referred to as Traverse3-3N (Plate ·l)gwere re-surveyed for the 
. .. experiIneI,\ts .alld correspond very . closely to SPs 23-29 ' of Line 3-3No This ' 
: location ,was .. seiected for the ' followilig reasons, in order of importance: 

. ,1.PrevioU&seismic work indicated . ma.rJi steeply dipping events whose 
, quality . changed from very good to very poor oVer a short distance as the basin 
. was .~ approached. (Plate 2) 0 Thus there was a problem to elucidate complioated 
'., deta.il~d::struCture near the northern margin of the Amadeua 'B&sUi at this point. 

. 20 . ': :Previous seismiowork also indicated that sUrface noise vas not a 
serious;,problemo 

., 30 ,It was fa:trly close to Gosses Bluff$) the looation of BMR seismic 
·operations .. at thet1me, . and had easy acoess. . 

,,40 · ~ A " "clea.red . line and some elevation control was availableo 

,.5. "~ The . stru6t:ureot the basin margin lfB.S already broadly underStoodo 

Pield '. teohnique . for CDR p:tofil1.ng 

". The experiments in oontrolled directional reoeption vere planned on 
·,the .. basis of the recommendations drafted by Robertson (Appendix 1) .. using a 
s1mple ~technique initiallyo The basic cross ·arrangement \faS employed with the 
geophone, spread along ,Traverse ;"';N and the shot-:Qoles in aline at right... 
&l:lgles(Plate 3B). , All events were kno~ tobe .dipping to the south, therefore 

' .,the: .shot""!hol,es were looated off-end at the southern end of the geophone spread 
rather ... than, inthe oentre 0 Charges detonated. simul taneous17 !nth, line of 

. . shot-o;.holesconcentrated the energy into the vertical plane through the traverse. 
, The:n~ber of holes used wasfelter than recomlllendedbeoauae of ver.rhard 
di-ill~g . condit ions. By also extending. the geophone groups perpendioular to 

." thetl"averse only 9 1;here wano spatial til taring in the plane of the traverse 9 

. ..."and "thUQ :no .diSorimination against events of 8Z1Y , dipo Normal progression shot
'. point bY .·shoiPpoint provided a cont muous profile $) . for whioh . a oonventional 
. :ana,logue .playbaok from magnetic tape a.ppears in Plate 40 

" . ,,' ". '. '". . 

:" .• Field techni~ue 'f'orCDR shot delay exper1mentm 

. .. Some exper1Dlents in beaming energy from the shot in direotions other 
than'.the -vert1cal were also conduoted p as recommended ill Appendix 1.' At SP 325 
a:-.l~e ,of: . shot-holes was drilled alongthGt traverse and the .. geophone spread 

. ... w&8 ..• laid .at right-811glesto the traverse (Plate 3Aro By" 1DUOducing .delays 
" . :~or:;several7.'m1-l;-11secODds~ betueen~the--oh8.r~s $) ~the,-energy~ was"-concent~ted~ into a 
.. ' half: .. cone beam whose axis was the 11.D.e ,ot oharges 0 . ' The . larger the del~ 
. ~ introduced between adjacent charges , the greater· \fas' the anglebeweenthe ,beam 
.. :,a.1ld:>the::vertio81plane throQ8h the geophone spread, or in other wordS. the 
, smalleri_ the ,ap1cal angle of the conao Reoords from . shots with different 

. ~:c~~tc>;-cha.rgedelaYB are spcnm ' !il Plate 50 

. :,', 



The delays were introduced with measured lengths of COrdtex, a 
detonating fuse with detonation velocity of 6700 mise Two different arrange
ments were necessary for connecting up the Cordtex. For a charge-to-charge 
delay of 7 msor greater it was possible to use a single strand along the 
surface with separate strands connecting this down each hole to the charge and 
to use a single detonator at the position of the first charge, that is at 
the southern end. For a delay of less than 7 ms it was neoessary to use a 
progressively longer length of Cordtex and a separate detonator for each 
charge. This method required a very much larger quantity of Cordtex even 
for quite small delays. The lengths of Cordtex on the surface had to be 
buried 10 order to reduce noise and the risk of fire. In fact the Cordtex 
was not buried deeply enough as indicated by the air wave recorded (Plate 5). 

The record from the single-hole shot shows reflections and other 
events received from ali directions. The records from the four 7-hole 
shots show the result of beaming energy in four different half-cone beams. 
E~ch event, labelled i'n Plate 5, has an amplitude maximum for a particular 
charge-to-charge delay corresponding to an angle of max~ energy return. 

No CDR processing has been applied to ~hese data. 

CDR process~ technique 

The essence of the CDR methcxl as used in the USSR lies in the 
processing,and involves the summation of groups of adjacent traces with 
different time delays introduced between them in order to enhance in turn events 
of different dip and to attenuate events of unwanted or non-linear dip. 

The data from Traverse }-3N were processed by analogue stacking 
using as input FMmagnetic tapes; in the Russian method the summation is 
normal~ done optically. The result of CDR trace summation processing of 
the data presented in Plate 4 is shown in Plate 6. Each trace on the latter 
plate is the result of a 24-trace summation,that is the stacking together 
of all the traces of one record after appropriate time delays have been 
introduced. For each record, that is for the data recorded at each shot
point, this sUmmation WaB carried out 19ttmes, after the introduction of 
trace-to-trace time delays (or shifts) ranging from zero to 9 milliseconds in 
steps of half a millisecond. 

When an· event across the input traoes 1s in phase after introduction 
of a certain dela.,y, an amplitude maximum will occur after stacking. Such 
maxima have been circled ifl Plate 6, no dip migration has taken place. The 
most · prominent maxima a.re seen to be direotly relatable to the prinoipal events 
fin Plate 4 and are . labelled oorrespondingly. Further, the dell\Y correspond,ing 
to the max~ for each event is seen to be essentially the same as the del~ 
for the same event found in the shot delay experiments (Plate 5). 

. . 

5 •. DIGITAL PROCESSING AND LASERSCAN EXPERIMENTS 

LaserScan Processing 

Before commencing the digital process~, an attempt to improve the 
event continuity in the' poor quality region between SPs 328 and 330 was made 
using the LaserScan optic8l. processing equipment (Dobrin,Ingalls, and LOng, 
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1965).. Spatial filtering with a 900 stop wedge was used to attenuate BZlY 
events with dip contrary to that of the main events seen on the section. 
Plate 7, showing the result of this processing, demonstrates some improvement 
i.J:l: coritinuity "between SPs 328 and 530. ,This g8.ve reason to be optimistic 
that digf. talprocessi.hgtechniques might improve the qual1 ty of the data in 
this region even further. 

Digital Processing .'" generai 

The priilciples of the digital prooessing of seismic data are 
deaoribed by United Geophysical Corporation (196b) and Silverman (1967). 
BMR's early experience is discussed in relation to d.ata from the Koma Shelf 
Seismic Survey, 1967-68, by Brow and Willcox (197:3). The digital processing 
of the data from Traverse '-3N · vas carried out under contraot by Geophysical 
Service International (GSI) in Sydney. The sampling interval on transcription 
was 2 milli$econds~d the anti-alias filter was 168 Hz. 

Plates 8, 9, 10 and 11 show the results of the various stages of 
d,igital processing.. The signifioant processes applied are ' ilidicated on each 
plate under -"Processing Information" II In- add! tion to these prooesses traoe 
equalization, which matohes traoe levels both along and bet~een traces, has 
been used to ' improve the uniformity of the 8ection. -This el°fect is most 
cle~lioodemonstrated. by' comparison of Plate 8 with Plates 4 or 7, showing 
thatp8rticub.rly low ievel areaS have been inoreased in amplitude .. . 

Deconvolution 

Time-variant deconvolution (Clarke, l~b8) with a 3O-point operator 
is seen in Plate 8 to have slightly improved the definition of the events and 
their continuity on the right of the sectiono 

Velocity Filtering 

Further improvement in continuity was obtained (Plate 9) by 
application of digital velocity filtering (Embree, Burg and Backus,1963) .. 
ThIs process Mathe same aim as LaserScan spatial fil tering9 namely to 
pass events of certain dips (apparent velocities) and reject events of other 
dips. In this particUlar application an 8-trace Pie-alice vas use4, that is 
eight input ·traces contributed to produce. eaohoutput trace, the parameters 
of the velocity filter applied were vari&din time and space.. . 

Two general comments on velocity til tering are relevant to the 
appreciation of the resultso Firstly, velocity filtering ~orka moat 
succ~asfullyon data which conform. to the assumed model inwhioh the events 
to be passed or rejected have linear dip and constant amplitude.. Secondly, 
because it involves considerable trace-to-tracem1x1ng, there Isa danger 
that spuriouaevent segments. ~ result on the output section; in Plate 90' 
event continuity over -less than eight traces m~ be spurious .. 
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Migration 

Because the events seen on the section are mostly steeply dipping, 
migration was . essential in order to displ~ events at their true position. 
Until recently the only way of perfo:rming migration was to pick event~ segments 
and migrate these using wavefront charts either manually (Hagedoorn, 1954) or 
by computer (Musgrave, 1961) or using mechanical devices such as the Stnclair 
Dip Plotter (Seiscor, 1960). 

The prooess of Migration Stack (Rockwell, 1971) m1grates ali the 
data on a section without previous picking of the events. Each input trace 
is used to generate a kind of wavefront chart composed of a number of traces 
which is equal to the aperture of the prooess. This is . done by applying 
normal moveout formulae incorporating the velocity function applioable to the 
area. Each output trace position is then occupied bY a sequenoe of 
corrected traces, the number of whioh is again the aperture of the process, 
except for taper-on and taper-off effects. These traces corresponding to 
each output trace position are then stacked together, initially by straight 
stacking within sub-groups or "sectors" of 12 adjacent traces, followed by 
specially weighted "inversity" stacking of these straight stacked traces. 

The effect of Migration Staok is to migrate dipping events to their 
true sub-surface position and to collapse diffraction patterns into points. 
This means that complex event patterns from struotures such as tight folds and 
faults are "sorted out". Tl).e process ls, however·, fairly sensitive to 
veloci ty, so that the accUraCy of the sUb-surface pioture obtained is only as 
good as the velooity function supplled. 
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Certain other limitations of the prooes8 must also be realized. II 
Because, like velocity filtering, Migration Stack involves considerable trace
to-trace mixing, bursts of noise may be "smeared out" on the mtgrated seotion 
to appear as spurious events. The prooess only treats tvo dimensions and thus I 
assumes tbatall events were reoorded in the plane of the section. High 
frequencies tend to be .·attenuated by the stacking process, giving the output 
section a low frequency charaoter. Spurious results ~ be obtained from taper I 

. on and taper off effects over those traces within half the aperture of the 
process from each edge of the input data. 

Migration Stack is the naae of the aethod used and patented by GSI. II 
Other companies now have ver,y similar processes available. Notable is that 
developed bY the Iastitut Francais du Petrole (IPP) and :referred to as Impulse I 
Seismic Holography tFontanel and Grau, 1969, and Fontanel, 1971). 

The data from Traverse ;-3N as output trom time-variant deconvolution 
vas processed through Migration Stack using the max1mum aperture available of I 
192 traces, that is 96 traces either side of each input trace. The resulting 
migrated time section is shown in Plate 10, and after ttme-depth conversion, the 
data appear: as a migrated depth section in Plate 11. Notes on the sucoess I 
of the Migration Stackvere supplied by GSland appear as Appendix 3. 
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Plate 12 shows the velocity function used in the migrationmd 
depth conversion and also the ·horizontal distance in terms of number of traces 
that an event of given reflection time and dip will migrate for the velocities 
used. The maximum aperatUre of 192 traces, used L'an attempt to migrate the 
steeper dips" was stiil insufficieilt to migrate the steepest events Nl to 4, 
which were thus attenUated in the stack. '. ' 

6. DISCUSSION , OF TECHNIQUES AND RESULTS 

CDR techniques 

The field shooting and recording technique using lines of shot-holes 
and geophones perpendicular to the traverse attenuated energy travelling other 
tha.nin the verti~lplane through the tra.verse,whereas all energy travelling 
in that ' plane suffered no spatial f11 tering. ' Also, the large number of shot
holes and geophones supplied substantial random noise attenuation. The analogue 
playback of the data (Plate 4) is considered by these means to have achieved 
higher quality than the previous data tPlate 2) recorded on this traverse using 
singleshot-holes,in~line geophone patterns,and lower-fidelity recording 
equipment.. ' , 

The CDR trace summation processing resulted in clear maxima (Plate 6), 
each of .which, corresponds to an event prominent on theana10gtle playbaok. 
However, no additional information is evident. If there had been events on the 
ana10gae section which interfered with each other, rather than being roUBhly 
conformable" a better test of the capabilities of the trace s'Wlllllation processing 
technique would have been obtained. 

The shot delay experiments conducted at SP 325 recorded different 
events from different angles according to the charge-t~charge delay introduced. 
An event was recorded with a charge-t~charge delay approx~tel1 equal to 
the trace-t~trace delay 'for which that event gave a maxiauiD in the trace 
summation processing at .the same shot-point. Thus directional beaming in 
transmission and reception gave equivalent results. 

Digital ' prooessing 

The digital processing provided data enhancement in several ways: 
Deconvolution and velocity f11 tering were able to extend the continuity of some 
of the events into the poor quality region. Migration ' Staok ,trarislated events 
of ' moderate dip to their true position in depth (as long as it can be assumed 
that a tw~1mension8.l representation was adequate and that the ve100ity i'unotion 
used was a.ooura.te) and collapsed aprominentdiffraotion , pattern (N5) J hovever, 
tbesteepest e:verits (NIto 4) oou1d not be migratedwitb the .routine used and 
have been attenuated. A much more uniform trace amplitude over the section 
vas achieved than was possible using analogue techniques. ' Finally, the 
presentation of the final section (Plate ll) .in terms of depth, rather than time, 
Was an aiel to 1literpretation. . , 

. . .'".. 

The steepest events (Nl to 4) attenuated by the IvI1gration Staok 
process ~not .bererlections but rather .ref1ected refractions. The following 
are reasons to Enipport this poss1blli ty: .' . 

" 
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1.. Their straightness and approximate parallil:i.6Ill is more 
characteristic of rei·ractions than ::.:ei:;.9ctions. However, 
their apparent velocities lie -between 6400 and 8200 mis, 
which is higher than would be expeoted for horizontally 
travellLlg reflecteu refractions in the plane of the 
section. 

2. On the o:dginal record section recorded on Line 3-3N (Plc~te 
2) there appears to be interference in the region SPs 20-22 
between the southern extension of events Nl to 4 and 
reflections which axe recorded from ·'here over aoonsiderable 
part of the traverse, suggesting that events Nl to 4 are not 
continuous with them. 

3. If these events were to be considered reflections, their 
looation and attitude after migration would be diffioult to 
reooncile with present knowledge of basin margin struoture. 

4. Various possible structural models can be proposed to explain 
these events as reiOlected. refractions.. The most feasible 
is that there are a series of faults along and parallel tg 
the Hugh River (Plate 1) which makes an angle of about 30 
with Traverse 3-3N. Refracted energy travelling horizontally 
at 5300 miS, the measured near-surfaoe velocity, and refleoted 
from s11ch 1°aults would be recorded on Traverse 3-3N with·· an 

- apparent velocity of 6600 mis, that is within the range 
observed •. 

Structure at basin margin 
i 

Traverse 3-3N lies close to the northern margin of the Amadeus 
Basin and its direotion is approximately perpendicular to the-regional' strike. 
The surface geolOgy across the basin margin was known (Wells, Forman, B.a.nford 
and Cook, 1970) and actual formation dips seen in outcrop on the northern 
extension of the traverse were supplied by Geophysical Assooiates (1967). 

By referenoe to the previous data reoorded on this traverse and 
adjacent traverses tGeophysioal Assooiates, 1967), reflections Rl to 3 were 
tentativelY identified as followsl 

RI - near base of Mereenie Sandstone (Horizon A) 

R2 - within Horn Valley Siltstone (Horizon B) 

R; - near base of High River Shale (Horizon D) 

This permitted the construotion of a schematio croes-section aoross 
the basin margin (Plate 13) based on the reflections from Plate II and the 
surfaoe geological information as above. 
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1-. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The area selected at the northern margin of the Amadeus Basin 
~a.s, :not i.d·eallysuitable ,foi: 'test'tog the effectiveness of the CDR method, as 

... ' events were riot trUly interfering!' . However;t~e CDE .trace aUJJimat10n 
pro ceas ing. waS 'successful in ' segregating';the:,evenis ~ecorded ~ccor<l1ng to ' 
their dip, aithough it sUppl1ecino information additional to' the cOJi"feni10nal 
analogue playback section. ' . . 

AdditloruU information was extracted frOm the data by applying 
modern digital processing methods not normally used in CDR work. The 
Migration Stack process was found to provide a particularly useful aid to 
interpretation as long as its limitations are fully realized. , 

The experiments proved that directional beaming of seismic energy 
in both transmission and reception can be aChieved. ' Therefore, the basic 
idea of Dr Butement to 'scan the sub-surface suocessively in different 
directions from one location lsfeasible aftermod1ficat1ons to accommodate 
existing equipment. It ~ have application iil speCial cases. . No tests 
have been car.ried out into the feasiblli ty of recording non-specular 
reflections. 

Further · e'xperiDiental recordings to test the CDR method .'. should be 
made in an area of complicated structure where seiSmic' everitsdo interfere 
each other. The technique uSed . should be similar to that outlined above 
using shot-hole aridgeophone patterns oriented at right-angles ,to the traverse. 
However, two changes to the field prooedure should be oonsidered in the 
light of the Russianrecommendationa (Appendix 2), namely that AGe should 
not be used arid the geophone spread should be shorter. 

As part of such further experimental testing of the CDR method, 
digital processing techniques should again be used in oomparison with CDR 
trace summation methods in an attempt to extract the ma.x~ amount of 
information on the structure of the test area. 

l? 
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Al'PENDIX 1 

Recommendations for CDR work 

by C.S. Robertson 

Dr W.A.S. Butement of Plessey Pacific Pty Ltd wrote to the 
Secretary, Department of National Development, on M~ 9, 1967, enclosing 
a proposal entitled "Seismic surveying - improvements in technique." The 
two most important concepts involved in Dr Butement's ideas were directional 
beaming of seismic energy and non-specular reflection. 

Experiments to determine the importance and the mechanisms of 
non-specular {non-minor-like) reflection in the field may be difficult to 
devise and carry out, except in rather exoeptional areas where geological 
condi tions are very simple and well known. In any case it would first be 
necessar,y to make a thorough study of the Russian literature dealing with 
the subject. Consequently no recommendations for field tests on non-speoular 
ret·lection can be given at this stage. 

On the other hand the value of directional beaming and reception 
of seismic energy in structurally complioated areas can probably be tested 
quite effectively using conventional seismio equipment with little or no 
modii·ication. The first requirement for such tests is a sui table area, whioh 
should have the follow1ngcharaoteristics I 

1. Reflections able to be recorded from a nUmber of different 
directions at about the same time. Such reflections m81 not 
be very olear on conventionally-obtained cross-sections, but 
the latter should give some indication of structural complexity. 

2. Surface noise not a serious problem at the times at which 
reflections are sought. This will mean that attenuation of 
horizontally-travelling noise does not have to be considered. 
to atW great extent in the d.esign of arrqs. Arrays to 
attenuate horizontal events will tend to attenuate energy 
beamed at directions other than the vertioal. 

Gertain areas near the northern margin of the Ngalia Basu... or near 
Gosses Bluff may prove to be suitable test areas for directional recording. 

It is proposed that the large cross arrangement suggested by 
Dr Butement be used, with modifications to aocommodate existing BMR seismic 
eqUipment. The objective will be multi-directional scanning from a s~le 
location. 

Suitable delays between explosive oharges can be introduoed by 
connecting them with Cordtex lines of caloulated length. However, it is 
not possible with existing equipment to introduoe delay units between geophones 
during recording in the field. On the other hand it is possible to introduce 
delays between individual traces on playback and to sum them after delq. 
This is the basis of the test technique proposed. 

It would be possible to apply Dr Butement's proposal for scanning 
the sub-surface with intersecting half-cone beams. This would require that 
the line of charges be fired with del83'S between individual shots. The 
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. 
geophones would be recorded separately on different traces and these could 
be delayed and added ill the playback centre to give the effect of reception 
half cones o However, this method would have the follow~ disadvantages: 

i. Using Cordtex to produce delays between shots, the delay would 
be lc ,where 1 = length of Cordtex c , 

Vc Vc = detonation velocity of Cordtex 

Now zero delay can be produced by firing the charges 
s imul taneotiSly with wire connections 9 and large dela:ys can 
be produced with long lengths ofCordtex. But because of 
the fixed detonation velooity of Cordtex, small delays can 
only be obtained by placing the charges fairly close 
together. If a long charge arra:yis' used to get a narrow
beam of energy, large numbers of charges are required for 
beaming in directions close to th&vertical .. _ 

20 To ensure that the two half-cone beams (one transmission and 
the ' other reception) intersect each otherg either one or both 
of the cones must enclose' a fairly large angle. For 
directions close to the vertical or close to the two planes 
through the charges and geophones there is no problem p but 
it is not possible to scan in certain directions using this 
method" For example p in the vertical plane at 45° to the 
line of shots and the line of geophones it is not possible to 
scan in directions which are more than about 200 from the 
vertical. Now for scanning rough ne~horizontal' geological 
horizons using non-specular reflection as Dr Butement intended 
this does not matter.. But for scanning structUral features 
such as fault planes, steep folds etc o in complicated areas 
(without relying on non-specular reflection) this is a 
disadvantage .. 

Whereas the method of shooting with del~s bet~een explosive charges 
may eventually prove to be the most efficient for scanning in all directions, 
it is considered that for initial tests a simpler technique ~ be preferableo 
This would. be to use a linear array of about 20 charges extending over about 
half a mile and to fire them simultaneouslyo The effect would be to 
concentrate source energy in a plane at right angles to the line of charges 
and parallel to the line of geophones o Since each geophone output would be 
recorded separatelyg the geophones vould record energy from all directions 
within the vertical plane through the geophone line. Then in the playback 
centre varioUS delays would be introduced between traces before additiono 
In this way a "reception beam" could be made to scan various directions wi thin 
the vertical plane through the geophone spread. The 24 traces of a record 
could ' be summed '6 or 8 at a time, so ' that the original 24~trace record would 
be reduced to a. directional seismogram of 4 or 3 traces for eacb directional 
scanned. 

Thus only one shot would be required to record from all direotions 
within a single plane.. For a second shot the positions of the shots and the 
geophones in the large right-an~led cross arrangement co~ld be interohanged 

l1 
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and directions in a plane perpendicular to the first scanned as before by 
processing in the playback centre. Now in ma.ny areas two shots, beaming 
energy in two planes at right-angles, might be sufficient to build up a 
reasonable three-dimensional picture of structure, especially if the strikes 

. of various geological features are known and the cross array is oriented 
accordingly. In other areas it might be necessary. in using this technique, 
to beam energy in 4 planes at 45°, in 8 planes at 2~, or in a number of 
planes orientated in special ways to fit in with the struoture of the area. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

In applying this directional reoording teohnique it would not be 
possible to use conventional geophone arrays aligned along the geophone I 
spread sinoe these would tend to attenuate the energy sought in direotions 
other .than the vertioal. However, it would be advantageous to use suitable 
arrays perpendicular to the geophone line as these would effect oonsiderable I 
cancellation of random noise and some canoellation of shot noise. Using. the 
technique proposed by Dr Butement it would not be possible to use geophone 
arrays extended perpendicular to the geophone spread (or of large extent in I 
any direction) because of theirattenuat~ effeot on energy sought. 

Apart from field considerations, the method of recording energy in 
one single plane at a time would appear to have a very important advantage I 
over Dr Butement' s method as regards the final plotting of data in three 
dimensions. In the former method the recorded data for eaoh plane can be 
plotted using conventional dip-plotting methods on a sheet of plane, rigid I 
material such as cardboard or perspex and the various sheets representing 
different planes fixed together to make a three-dimensional model. In Dr 
Butement's method, involved computations are required to compute directions I 
representing the intersections of pairs of half-cones. It is by no means 
clear after this 1s done how the results can be plotted in three dimensions 
orotherwlse presented so as to allow geological interpretation. 
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. APPENDIX 2 

'I'heory andpract1ce of the Controlled Directional Reception seismic method 

L.A. Riabinkin, I.V. Napalkov, V.V. Znamenski, I.N. Voskresenski and 
, M.B. Ra.poport~ Gostoptechizdat, Moscow, 1962 
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(APPENDIX 2, continued) 

CHAPTER 3 - PARTICULARS OF' FIELD OPERATIONS WITH THE CDR METHOD 

1iteraltranslation by Commonwealth Department of Immigration 

Revision of text by A.R. Brown 

At present the oontrolled directional reoeption of seismic waves 
has been developed basioally with regard to refleoted waves, and that is why 
the method of CDR field observations is in many w~s similar to that of MRW 
(Method of Reflected Waves) or normal refleotion shooting. However, 
conducting field work by the CDR method has certain merits: in the application 
of reproducible records. and also in the interpretation of CDR results. 
Very careful selection of shooting parameters is important; observation 
systems differ slightly, espeoially the introduction of elevation and 
weathering corrections. 

15. Conditions of Exoitation and Reception of Vibrations 

The sucoess of work ·cbnducted by the CDR method depends largely 
on the selection of proper oonditions for the shot and receivers. This 
involves choice of depth of shot, selection of directional inorements in the 
reception of vibrations,and choice of parameters of the recording equipment. 

Disturbing Role of Intense Low-velocity Inter!erenoe. The possibility of 
generating intense, low-frequency interference waves at the time of the shot 
must be oompletely eliminated. Notwithstanding the marked differenoe 
between the apparent velooities of surface waves and useful waves, their 
superposition has an adverse effect on the results of the CDR method because 
of the great intensity of the surface waves. A superimposed intense 
interfering wave makes difficult the separation of weaker useful waves on the 
summed record. This is because the non-optimum summation of an interferenoe 
wave ma:y yield a more intense maximum than the optimum summation of a useful 
wave. In one case an interference pattern may appear on the summed record, 
in another the useful waves may not appear at all. 

Figure 95 shows Bome results of summing of laboratory recordings, 
partly borrowed from work (58, p. 153) and illustrating the disturbing role of 
the intense interference waves. 

Fig. 95a shows a superposition on reflected waves, R', R" and 
RII', having infinite apparent velooities, of two low-velooity interference 
waves, 11 and L2, with velooities of 500 and 400 m/s. This form and relative 
intensi ty of the reflected and the low-frequenoy wave was obtained with 
two-dimensional modelling. 
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The result of summing recordings with equal weights is shown in 
Fig. 95b. Reflected wave Rt is showing only weakly on the summed record I 
in the superposition zone, waves Rt I and Rt " are distorted and weakened by 
the effect of the nOise, produced by the non-optimum summation of the low-
frequenoy waves. It shOUld be noted. that the summations of Bome of the noise I 
events resemble summations of usefUl events. In Fig. 95c the corresponding 
summed record is shown, obtained with the applioation of the triangular 
weighting distribution. As is known (88), this method of summation is used I 
in order to separate one maximum from the side lobes of other maxima. The 
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reflectedwa:Ves on ~ligo 95c are not separated on the 91lD1D1ed record J 
consequently the use of sUmming according . to the triangular law does not 
seem to be the proper means of discriminating against the intense!, low
frequency, ' in:terference .waves. 

Means of Supressirig -Low-velocity Interference. When obtaining the first seismic 
recordings it is.essential to attenUate intense low-velocity interference waves. 
To do this, as is generally known, the depth of .the shot is increased and also 
the detectors. are grouped. more ciosely togeihero 

Evert when summation is not used, it is recomlIiended that two or 
three detectors are used per channel to average the conditions of positioning 
of seismic . receivers. 

A long spread of receivers is not recommended with the CDR method" 
However, in .. certaincases, in regions with small dips and in the presence of 
maDy.: 1D.terference waves, whioh are more intense than the reflected waves and 
hayegreaterapparent velocities, a long spread. is advisable (59). In this 
way .·the. relative· . ampli tude of reflected waves and . 1nterference waves is 
changeQ.. and .itbecomes possibie to inorease greatly the- number of useful waves 
visible _on the summed record. 

Parameters of · the Recording Equipment. The choice of field fil te;r~ is made 
during experimental work, and very often the best filters for CDR are those 
which~_are optimum' for use in normal reflection shooting · on the same traverse. 
Also, when assessing the effectiveness of different field fllters p e~ination 
of .summed re.cord.s. may help in thechoioe of optimum fllters during. ordinary 
seismic reconnaissance, because the understanding ot the interference wave 
pattern will indicate objectively the best means of suppressing different 
interference waves by frequency filtering. 

During record'ing it is necessary to use the semiautomatic amplitude 
regulatorS. The application of 'AG<; is undesirable. We ·know· that during 
ord.inary seismic reconnaissance the effect of AGe can lead, on the one hand, 
to suppression of weak, useful waves and · on the other hand to the averaging out 
of. significant amplitude variationso In this way it may be impQssible to 
distinguish recorded waves of basically different intensity,and their dynamic 
characteristics are in large measure losto Just as the effect of AGCduring 
ordinar.yseismic reconnaissance can lead to suppression of weak waves that 
follow intense ones,. in the CDR method., with the object of resolving waves 
superimposed or very close in . tilDe , the weak waves after AGC action will · be 
more ' suppressed and their summation thus distorted. 

Notw! thstanding this, .1 t is sometlmesnecess8ry to apply AGC, in so 
far as. it is connected with ERU(?) on the new seismic stations 0 It is then 
very important to c1100se the AGe parameters that will give tp.e It!ast wave 
distortion. 

Mixing is' not recommended, especially when 'working with the CDR 
method in complicated areas where superimposed waves withsmalla:pp~ent 
velocities are recorded. Use of common mixing with a large coefficient (higher 
thari25%) is.not permissibleo ' . 
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16. Observation Systems 

Size of Summation Base. The peculiarity of the CDR system of field 
operations is that it consists of a oontinuous line of short observation 
elements, e~, called summation bases, that is spreads of receivers, each 
of which will contribute to one summation. The time of arrival of a wave 
on the summed record is measured to the centre of the base, the same as for 
a group of seismic receivers. The difference in time of arrival of a wave 
at receivers at opposite ends of the base, 6 t', . characterizes the apparent 
ve10city,VX, of the progress of the wave along the base (spread): 

,5.x. &v-I) 6. X _ d.x- b.;x. 

:~i {;' & t - (?v -I )6.{;' ~.-t 
where n is number of summed channels,A~ is distance between adjaoent 
receivers, 6C is increment in time of arrival of wave at adjaoent receivers. 

Choice of the dimensions of the summation base is very important. 
It depends on the frequency composition of the available signal beoause the 
directional characteristics Are determined by the size of the base and th~ 
observable wavelength. To record waves within the medium frequency band the 
base is usually in. the range 120-200 m, wi thin the low frequency band 400-800m, 
and within the high frequency band 60-l20m. Nine receivers are laid out on 
the ,summation base at equal intervals. 

The base should be such that the wavefronts recorded within its 
boundaries can be considered as flat. This imposes a limit on the size of 
the base. 

rrhe size of the summation base influences the resolving power of 
CDR with respect to the direction of waves falling on the base. Therefore, 
the base shOUld be chosen as large as possible, consistent with the wavefronts 
falling within its boundaries appearing flat. Nevertheless, under certain 
conditions and when the summation base is too large, the curvature of the 
wavefront is significant, which has an adverse Effect on the final results of 
summation. It is important to take into account wavefronts from the side 
when recording waves from non-reflecting boundaries. 

As a result of numerous experiments with the CDR method in 
different regions, an optimum · size for the summation base was established, 
which is of the order of 200 metres for the medium frequenoy band. 
Experiments carried out in Actubinskoe Priurale and Saratovskoye Zavolzhe with 
bases larger than 200 metres for a band of the same frequency have shown 
that they are unsuitable; on the other hand a reduction of the base to 160 
metres and sometimes even to 120 metres in some regions (Southern Emba (59), 
Bashk1ria) gave favourable results. These examples shoy that it 1s necessary, 
when working in a new area, to first carry out experiments to dete:rmine the 
best size of summation base. 

Size of Shot-point Interval. Because the leneth of the base is predetermined 
it is necessary to · choose a shot interval that will be suitable for all 
summation bases 10 a given area, and it is also desirable that the central 
seismiC receiver of one base is always at the shot-point. The recording of 
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waves over reciprocal paths is useful in the interpreta.tion of CDR data 
because it makes it possible to relate the times of waves recorded at the 
seismic receivers, which are situated at shot-points. If the conditions of 
work do not allow,the preservation of shot-point interval for all the summation 
bases, it is possible to use overlapping summation bases such that the 
central detector is at the shot-point. It is also important to ensure that 
the relative positions of the first and last detectors on the summation base 
are always the same. The first seir.:nic receiver is usually placed to the 
south or west, the last one to the north or easto This ensures correct 
determination of the time increment along the base by the mere direction of 
arrival of waves. 

The size of the shot-point interval depends, with the CDR method, 
on two factors: geological peouliarities of the region and speoifio 
peculiarities of the CDR method itself. Let us oonsider the 'influence of 
each of these factors. 

It has been established that the degree of complexity of a 
seismic recording, because of the superimposition of a great numb~r of 
interference waves on useful reflected waves, grows withinoreasein distanoe 
between shot and detector. This first of all leads to deterioration of 
resolving power of the CDR method; secondly, because of the great number of 
separate waves on the summed record, the process of identification of waves 
refleoted from significant horizons amongst the interference waves beoomes 
more oomplicated.. The degree of complication ofa seismic record, under 
different geological conditions, varies differently with shot-point interval. 
It is therefore necessary to choose the optimum size of shot-point interval 
in every region on the basis of experimental results. An optimum Shot-point 
interval is considered to be one which will yield the best recording conditions 
and, following wave separation with the help of CDR apparatus, the best 
reflection qual! tyon significant horizons. Such a shot-point interval will 
produce the most simple summed records (the number of waves separated by the 
CDR apparatus is not great, but their correlation from one record to another 
is most reliable). With more complicated geologioal oonditions the size 
of shot-point interval must be less o For instance, when ~orking with the 
CDR method in AktubinskoePriurale, the optimum shot-point interval on the 
fold slope is considered to be 400 metres, and in parts adjoining the antioline 
600 metres. In the most oomplioated oonditioDS of Bashkirskoe Priurale the 
optimum shot-point interval is 200 metres o 

Choioe of Observation Systems 0 CDR field ~ork is carried out along longitudinal 
and non-longitudinal profiles, that is with detectors laid out in line with or 
transverse to the traverse. 

On longitudinal profiles, with which the bulk of CDR· work is' being 
done,the same systems of observation are applied as in normal reflection 
shootingo Observation system should be chosen on the basis·of analysis of 
reSUlts of speoially conducted experimental work o Nevertheless p on the basis 
of experience in the.use of the CDR method in regions with varied geological 
conditions, it is possible .to offer .the following recommendations for'the 
choice. of observation systems: 
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1. In work following the most simple system of continuous 
profiling, three...;hole patterns may well be used on traverses where 
comparatively simple conditions are expected: comparatively simple summed 
recordS, small number of separate waves, and easy correlation of waves to 
form a cross-section. Such traverses may be, for instance, adjoining parts 
of anticlinal, folds, where superimposed waves are comparatively ftot so 
numerous, or in regions with calm tectonics, but where there is observed 
superimposition of useful waves of a certain. type lfor example, separable 
reflected refractions). 

2. In the case of complicated summed records with many intersecting 
events and when difficulties arise in the correlation of waves and the 
construction of cross-sections, Using the most simple system of observation, 
it becomes necessary to use a pattern of two lines of five holes. Traverses 
with complicated wave pattern may be observed in regions where seismic 
boundaries are not of great extent or have a complicated form (e.g. summits of 
folds with intricate structure, zones of disjunctive faults), and where non
re1'lecting bound.aries occur (e.g. erosion surfaces, boundaries of s helves, ore 
and saline cores, foundations of platforms, corrugated layers in fold regions, 
flat boundaries of a steep angle unconformity or faoial irregularity with 
abrupt changes of elastiCity along interfaoes). 

The application of double profil1n8 on such lines permits wider 
variation of the relative positioning of shot and detectors, as a consequence 
of which favourable conditions for the generation and recording of useful 
waves may. be created. BeSides, during the resolution of superimposed wave a 
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by the CDR method, the relationship between the phases of superimposed waves I 
is of great importance. The resolution of waves improves when the superimposed 
waves arrive at the central seismic receiver -with a certain delay in relation 
toone another • . Varying the relative position of shot and deteotors ~ prove 
favourable for the resolution of such superimposed waves. I 

I 
In cases when the wave pattern is simple .and the number of 

Buperimposedwaves is not great, it is necessary to replace complicated systems 
of observation by simpler ones. 

Non-longitudinal Observations. Non-longitudinal observations are setup on 
short profiles whose length equals the length of the summation base so that the 
centres of bases of longitudinal and non-longitUdinal profiles coincide to 
form so-called crosses. The basic value of non-longitudinal profiles lies in 
the examination whether the paths of waves used for interpretation lie in the 
vertical plane of the longitudinal profile. At the 8amB time the orosses 
may be utilized to supplement information on the struoture of the region, that 
is by making use of spatial interpretation. Non-longitudinal profiles are 
situated around shot-points,and observation on them is carried out with shots 
situated at their centre, and also at remote points of the longitudinal profile. 

I 
I 
I 

To check if the recorded waves lie in the vertical plane of the profile, the I 
summed records are used from such observation crosses. From them corresponding 
waves are comparedo .. If the time increment of a wave arrival, determined on a 
non-longitudinal summed record, equals zero, then the above requirement 1s 
fulfilled. In the contrary case, when aClo, the path of the wave lies in a I 
plane inclined to that of the profile. With a medium velocity of wave 
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propagation, e.go 3,000 m/s,' thetiIrie increm,ent ot' of arrival of a wave 
whose pathliea .ina plane inclined at an angle of no more than 10 degrees 
from the , perpendIcular, will be about 9 JIlilliseconds. If the profile lies 
along the strike of the, rocks there are many waves that have on summed 
records from non-longitudinal bases, tiIile increments within the range <>-9 
milliseconds; waves whose time increments are greater than 9 milliseconds 9 

and where a longitudinal profile is alsoinv01ved, must be excluded. The 
importance IIiUstbe stressed of comparing corresponding waves on longitudinal 
andnon~longitudin~l sUmmed records obtained from the one shot; it is 
therefore necessary to strive to obtain two records simultaneously on both 
intersecting bases, longitudinal and. non-Iongi tudinalo 

17. Introduction of static Corrections During Summation 

The introduction of corrections for surface conditions {elevation 
and weathering)\) when working with the ' CDR method, l:1as not reoeived untU 
recently its due share of attention. 14'ield work used to be carried out in 
regions of small elevation changes and consistent wea.thering along the profileo 
When sharp changes of surface conditions within some bases led to the 
complexity of stimme'd records; ' they' could ' be excluded from interpretation because 
of their small numbers, sometimes even without explanation of the, causes of 
their complexity. But with a 'general application of the CDR method 'arose 
th~ necessity' to work in regions with not only"complicated 'geological 
conditions at depth, but also with complicated sUrface oonditions. In such 
cases introduction of corrections is essential. Introduction of these 
corrections is provided for by' the construction of a summation , block. 
Corrections, are introduced by' the relative displacement of summtng slits. 

Characteristics of lJirectionalSummation of Waves with NOil-linear Phase Axes. 
The problems of summation and resolving power of the CDR method were examined 
above. 

The influence of surface conditions during reception of flat waves 
is analogoust() the introduction of various t1medelays ' intothe traces, 'whlch 
leads to the examination of the summation effect of waves with non-linear phase 
axes 0 

In work (58) general correlations are given and the influence on 
CDR recordings of ttmedistortions of pbaseaxes within the limits of t}le 
summation base is shown quantitatively by' several examples~ The bending of 
a phase along a base brings about distortion .of the characteristics of 
directional summation. " Fig. 96 shows the characteristics of directional 
summation of an impulse wave using n1nechannels o It shows the instantaneous 
directional characteristics for an impulse whose shape is th8.t of a half period 
of a 50-Hz sine wave (I) and instantaneous 'directional characteristics for the 
same wave (II, III, IV) ,distorted by' time displacements g which are expressed 
by' the corresponding functions a, b, co , The following peculiarities of 
characteristic distortl<:>n by time displacements stand ' out: 

. 10 The ordinate of the central maximum is decreased, in cases 
III and IV it only reaches 50 
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:2. The ordinate of the first secondary maximum in case III is 
considerably increased. 

3. Marked increase in the amplitude of the first secondary 
max~ appears to one side of the central one (II and III). 
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4. In case III the central maximum is shifted considerably along I 
the abscissa. 

5. The central maximum of directional characteristics is extended 
along the abscissa (II and III) and can become split (IV), in which case the 
concept of central and secondary maxima. of directional characteristics becomes . 
lost. 

It becomes clear from the characteristics above that the 
introduction of delays into channels diminishes the amplitude after summation 
and thus influences the resolving power of CDR. Summation maxima. may be 
seen on a greater number of summedtraoes than suggested by the theory of flat 
waves. Not just one, but several (~ or 3) summation maxima on the summed 
record may result from the same wave, and they can be in phase or in anti-phase 
with each other. 

We shall demonstrate some of these situations directly on the 
summed records. Figs. 97-100 show samples of summed records obtained on 
traverses with variable elevation and weather~ whilewotking with the CDR 
method in ·Ba.shkiria. 

1. Swnmation maxima. on summed reoords are IIdoubled" (fig. 97a) , 
for every time iIiterval corresponding to one flat wave there appear two 
waves. This case corresponds to curve IV in fig. 96 and is a most frequent 
type of distortion on summed records oaused by surface conditions. 

2. Summation maxima. on summed records are "trebled ll (fig. 98ah 
there are three waves visible for each time interval. 

3. Waves at small time intervals hardly show at all (fig. 99a), 
whereas at large time intervals they have long phase axes with large phase 
distortions. This case correspcnds partly to curve III in fig. 96 and the 
difference in wave distortion for different time intervals 1s explained by 
the difference in ourvature of reflected waves coming from different depths. 

4. There .is not a single wave (fig. lOOs.) on the summed record 
that achieves the maximum amplitude. . 

These examples prove the important fact that the great complexity of 
summed records is not always conneoted with great complexity of wave pattern 
resulting from geological conditions at depth, so that the interpreter who is 
about to plot the structure on a cross-section from a complicated summed record 
must be sure that this complexity is not caused by surface conditions. One 
of the signs of distortion by surface conditions is the uniform character of 
the distortion of all waves on the summed record. In many cases signs of 
such distortions are obvious on the summed records. . 
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Let Us now consider the methods of application of corrections. 
This prooess can be divided into two operat1onso First, introduction of 
so-calied static ' charinel corrections into every channel so as to cause the 
front of theohcomingwave to be flato When doing this, the relative delay 
at opposite ezids of the summation base is taken as zero. Secondo introduction 
of corrections for the general incline of the base to the reflecting horizon. 
We will examine them separately. 

For the introduction of static channel corrections it is necessary 
to 'know the elevation profileo and the extent of the weathered l~er and its 
velocity. Most frequently the weathering is determined by the method of first 
breaks. or.' by seismic coring of shot-holes 0 A oomplete study of weathering 
leads to a great increa'se in the cost of the vorko and p as there are usually 
fairly large intervals between sUch Qomplete ~eathering determinations g the 
~terpolation between determinations involves errors, especially in cases of 
comp~1cated weathering structure. Weathering depth and velocity of elastic 
waves .. are not exactly determined by a oomplete weathering study. That is 
why, .. notwithstanding the successful use of suoh weathering study data (58, 

.page13l), there were cases whenli after the corrections, ' the summed reoo~s 
became quite tminterpretable~ . Therefore, simple methods of continuous 
elevation and weathering determination arepreterable'. 

Determination of Static Channel Corrections. For determination of static 
corrections it is common to use first breaks on seismic reoords~ obtained at 
the .. same . time as ·seismic filmS (95) 0 A beneti t of this method is the fact 
that -.data from repeated observations may be used o 

Let ABC and A'B'C' represent the elevation and base of weathering 
profiles for BUDimation bases d'l', and 8x.a. (fig. 101). Tbe shot occurs in 
the middle ' of base ~x., below the base of the weathering. In this case the 
time of arr1valat the detectors of the direct wave coming from the shot at 
point 0 , will vary as a result of changes in elevation and weathering 
approximately in the same way as the times of arrival of reflected waves 
coming from depth. We shall find time corrections"lfhich shall be applied 
to the awmning slits, supposing that the . elevation and base of weathering are 
rIa t and correspond to straight lines AB, 13C and A' B' , 13' C t 0 We will make 
the usually accepted assumption thatr~s from the base of the veathering are 
travelling vertically; and we shall find tim.ecorrections for each chanilel 
directly ~om the · seismograms by determ1ntngthe . deviations of the elevation 
and .base of weathering profiles from straight lines conneoting the ends of 
bases • . To do tJ:1ispstraightlinesare draw on seismograms joining the first 
breaks .of first andninthohannels(considering distances between detectors 
to be equal) and the difference in time for every channel between thef1rst 
break and the straight line are found. Tbeaeare the corrections whi6hit 
will be necessary to introduoe into every channel when summingo It shOUld be 
noted that it 'is not always possible to use the correction method justdesoribed" 
beca,use of theconditiontbat the shots .must occur below the weathering at 
considerable depth. If the first breaks are caused not by the direct ~ve 
but by one ,. refracted by a shallow boundary, then, by making use of the 
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linearity of the time-distance plot, the static corrections may be deduced 
in the same way. The only exception is in those regions of first breaks 
where interferenoe of waves ' occurs. It is important not to confuse them with 
regions where distortions are introduced by surfaoe conditionsJ beoause of 
this, it is important to construct first-break plots. 

The methods used in Bashkiria satisfy these oonditionsJ here the 
shots occur below the weathering at depths of 50 to 60 m, while the length of 
one branch of the time-distanoe plot is up to 500 m. That is why in 
Basbkiria oorrections for surfaoe conditions are introduced during professional 
work according to the described method. Examples of sUmmed records after 
application of static corrections are shown in figa. 97b - lOOb. FrOm the 
appearanoe of the reoords (oompared with figs. 97a - 100a) a simplifioation of 
wave pattern is seen, these summed reoorda are further utilized for 
interpretation. 

Introduction of Correotions for Slope of Summation Base. The question of 
corrections for general slope of base, i.e. detector spread, considering that 
elevation and base of weathering are flat within the limits of the base, wats 
dealt with in work (9). It presumes that the structure of the weathering and 
velocities v 0 and v 1 are known. ' Then the final correction for slope of the 
base is given by the sum of correotions ct(dt~ +- cL(dtJ, for base of wea;thering 
and elevation respectively. . ~ 

These corrections are calculated with the help of the following 
formulae: 

• , '. '. L1 H d iJ{-) = ._ . 
(C . ~ . -v;; 

where a L is difference in height of the base of the weathering at the ends 
of the base, 0.(; is measured time increment along the base, f). H ia elevation 
difference between the ends of the base. 

If the static channel corrections were determined from first .breaks 
on seismograms, while velocities Vo and VI were unknown, then determination 
of the total correction for slope of elevation and base of weathering is possible 

. only for positions where there was at least one central .base during the 
running of the profile. If elevation and base of weathering are horizontal, 
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the times of arrival of direct ·waves at the extreme receivers of the central 
baseIllUSt beequa.lo " Any diffe;t"ence beweensuoh tililes gives a oorrection 
which must be1.ntroduced into the zero line of· the summed recordo The same 
correction can th~be introduoed illtosummed records obtained f~m the same 
base but withdifterent sho~pointsoThis method was sucoessfUlly used in 
Basbkiria, becaUse the shot-point iilterval was 200 m, ioe o shots occur 1.n the 
oentres of all baseso 

Because the introduction ofcharmelcorrect1ons into summing slits 
leads to distortion of the zero increment 1n1pttlse (line dt' "'-0) on the sUDlll1ed 
record, it is recommended that the follmring procedures be followed for 
.finding the :maximumampli tude of the zero impulse I 

10 To sum the seismic film twice I without oorrections and with 
correotions. During this the pencil of the summator follows each time right 
to itsl1mit bard against its rest, and fixes a uniform positiono The zero 
line, O.{;::.O, is then brought Qver trom the initial SUJimledrecord to the one 
with .. correct ions. . 

20 To fix to the starting part of the film drum of the summator a 
scr~ell of opaque m&terial with seven trisligular teeth faCing the central 
chamlels; first and ·ninth channels stay l.1llcovered. This means that the seven 
oentralchalmels in their initial part do riot get summed by the light-beam, 
because of the opaque part of the "drum,whereas the · side slits leave "on the 
summed record two rows of impulses, crossing each other on the lineeS t-:::.o. 

Exam Ie of .Effectiveness of Introductlon of Corrections 0 A:ll example is shown 
of .aplotof ·oneof the CDR profiles Krasnodarregion , -where the channel 
corrections were calculated from first breaks on the seismic records and the 
corrections for the general ·slope of the base were determined from known 
weathering velocities. It became clear from the examination of summed records 
and the first breaks on the seismic records that it was necessary to introduce 
channel corrections on two bases only, shown by thick lines in fig. 102. On 
summed records for these two bases .without introduced corrections, waves were 
isolated satisfying all features of waves in CDR, however; their corresponding 
reflection segments, shown by wavy lines in figo 102, are spread vithout order 
over the cross section. Here also are shown reflection segments from 
corrected summed records. They appear along the boundaries already delineated 
from other b8,Qes, where the introduction of corrections was not necessary. 

Io'1go 95. Seismogram (a) with superimposition on weak 
reflections Rof intense, low~velooity interferenoe 
L, and Bummed records, · with equally-weighted (b) and 
ilon .. equal1y-weight~d(c) summations o 

Fig. 960· Instantaneous direotional charaoteristics of 
~he summation of an , impulse wave. I - flat wave; 
II, III, IV - same wave, but with delay functions o 
Oorresponding to time displacements a, b, and c (according 
to (58))~ 



Fig. 91. Summed l':ecoi'ds. 
a - without corrections for elevation and weathering, 
b - with ' correct1ons (in ms) for six channels, ' 
second channel -4, third -5, fourth -8, fifth -6, 
sixth ~4, seventh -3. 

Fig. 98. Summed records. 
a - without corrections for elevation and weatheringj 
b - with corrections (in ms) for tvo channels, 
fourth channel +8, fifth channel +12. 

Fig. 99. Summedreoords. 
a - without corrections for elevation and weathering, 
b - with corrections (in me) for six ohannelsl 
th1rd channel -6, fourth -10, fifth -12, sixth -10 
seventh -10, eighth -6. 

, F1g. 100. Summed records. 
a -without corrections for elevation and weathering, 
b - w1thcorrections (in 0) for four channels: ' 

, third channel +8, fourth +13, fifth +5, sixth +3. 

Fig. 101. Illustration of the method of 
determination of static channel corrections. 

. Fig. 102. Plot of CDR profile with · introduoed 
corrections for elevation and weathering. 
1 -reflection segments from bases that required 
no corrections, 2 - reflection segments from bases 
without corrections, 3 -refleotion segments from 
bases after introduction of oorrections'; ' 4 - bases 
where corrections were bitroduoed. 
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APPENDIX 3 

Notes on the Migration Stack of Traverse 3-3N. (Owen Springs) 

by J. Wardell, Geophysical Service International, Sydney 

These notes describe the -results of Migration Stack (Plate 10) with 
reference to the Migration Noutogram (Pla.te 12). . 

Input Data. The input section (Plate 8) has been prooessed through static 
and dynamic corrections and time-variant deconvolution. Since it was 
evenly modulated and did not show excessive high-frequency noise, no 
further equali~ation or bandpass filtering was co~sidered necessary before 
migration. 

Migration parameters. 

COIliments. 

Aperture - 192 traces 

Velocity function - Two-way Time (s) 

0.0 
200 
4.5 

Velocity (m/s) 

3350 
5150 
6010 

1. Due to the 192 trace aperture, ",itp an input section of only 
168 traces, the migrated sectionls all taper-on or taper-off. 
This accounts for many of the odd fe~ures on the section, 

2. The . changes in character at l2,..,trace intervals (e~g. at 1.5 s, 
SF 323-325) are due to the inversity scaling where all traces 
in a sector are not live. 

3. .From 1.4 to 2.18, SP 323-325 there iire no genuine data, since 
all input events will migrate out of this zone due to their dip. 

4. Above about 0.4 s, many or the sharply curved events are due to ' 
noise being tlsmearedltalong wavefront curves. 

5. In general, most of the data down to 1.4 s (e.g. HI) have 
migrated correctly. Character changes on the event at 1.2 s, 
SP 321 (H2), are again probably due to the tnversity scaling 
of partly dead sectors. 

6. The event at 1.5 s, SP 323 on input (R2) - migrates to SP 324-327 
and. its apparent extension beyondthesepointB may not be 
genuine. 

1. The . event of 2.1 s, SP 323 (R3) migrates to SF 325-327. 

8. The output event at 2.0- 2005 s,sP 321-330 is mostly a "smear" 
of the short input event at 2.05 s, SP 328. 
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11. 

30. 

The output event at 2.25 s, SP 327.5 - 329 is probauly 
genuine p at least over SP 327.5 - 328.5 and comes from the. 
diffraction which peaks at this point on the input 
section (N5). 

The stronger events in the 2.5 - 3.0 B zone are mostly "smears" 
of the ahort input segments (e.g. N6). 

The very steeplY dipping events (about 6-7 me/trace) between 
1.5 and 2.6 a at SP 323 (Nl to 4) are too steep (at this depth) 
to be migrated by this routine, and are severely attenuated by 
the stacking process. They show indicated dips in the 
40° - 500 range and the deeper ones would migrate some 200 - 300 
traoes, that is completely off the section beyond SP 330, if 
the process were capable of handltng this dip. 

Plate 12 shows the half-aperture needed to migrate an event of 
given dip at a given time. Conversely, it shows the 
distance that an event of.given time and dip will migrate. 
(This plot is computed for the velocity function shown.) 
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RECORD SECTION 
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Vi' 
"0 
c: 
0 
u 
CIJ 
~ 
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::;; 
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0 
;:: 
U 

2.5 ~ ... 
"-J 
C>:: 

3.5 

RECORDING INFORMATION 

Magnetic Recorder: PMR-20 

"Amplifiers PT -700 

. . Prefillers: Out 

Fillers 116-KK135 

AGe S 

Gain Ini ti al : -601 -50 

Final .'-cl0 

Geophones: HS-J, 14Hz 

Geophone Station Int e rval: 4S.7m 

Geophon e Pattern : 

16/ trace, 6m apart , tr.insverse 

(See Plate 3[3) 

Shot Hol e Pattern : 

5 or 7 holes, 45.7m apart , 
transverse (See Plate 31ll 

Depth 20-23m '. 
Tota I charge-63-136kg 

PROCESSING INFORMATION 

Analogue Processing by 
Bureau of Minera I Resources 

Fi Iter: ' LL20 :":KK78 

. VELOCITY INFORMATION 

Analysis of dynamic misties 

HORIZONTAL SCALE 

(metres) 

ci 
I 
o 

500 1000 1500 . 
'i 

548 1097 

TRA VERSE 3 - 3N 
SPs 323-329 

ANALOGUE PLAVBACK 

.~"6 
To accompany Record No /972/1/8 FS3/ 83-199A 
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RECORDING INFORMATION 

Magnetic Re <'order : PMR-20 

Amplifiers PT -700 

Pre fi Iter s :. Out 

Filters L16-KK135 

AGe S 

Gain Initial : -60/-50 

. Final : ~10 

Geophon e s : .' HS-J.14Hz . · 

Geophone Station Interi;al : 45.7m · 

Geophone Pattern . 

16/trace, 6 m apart, in line 
. Spread transverse 

(See'P late 3A) 

Shot Hole Pattern 

1 or 7 holes (as indicated), 
45.7m apart, in line'(See ~Iate 3A) ., ,": " ". \ " , ' 

Depth 20-23m 
. Total charge 45-63 kg 

PROCESSING INFORMATION 

Ana logue Processing by 
Bureau of Minera I Resources 

Filter: L L20 ':·XK 7B 

VELOCITY INFORMATION 

Analysis of dynamic misties 

HORIZONTAL SCALE · 
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o 500 1000 1500 
Ie " I 
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To accompany Record No 1912/118 
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AGe 5 

Goi n Il1lf; n} : - 601 - 50 

-10 

GeofJholle., .- HS-J, 14Hz 

PLATE 6 

GeoplJOll e S tatioll i llfen'a ! .- 45: 7m 

Geopl7o ll e Pc1 f1 ('I1 J : 

l& /trace, 6m apart , ,t ransverse 

( See Plate 3B l 

SIIO I H ole P M I<' rIl .-

5 or 7 holps , 45.7m apart , 
Iransverse (See P l ale 3!l) 

Deplh 20-23m 
T al a I charge 63- ' 36kg 

PROCESSING INFORMATION 

Anal ogue Pr ocessi ng hy 
Burea u of Mineral Reso urces· 

24-lrace summat ion af ler 
introd uc ti on trace -t o-trace 
rl e lays as indi ca led 

F i lkr: L L20 - I\ K 78 

VELOCITY INFORMATION 

Anal ysis o f dynamic mi sl ies 

TRA VERSE 3 - 3N 

SPs 323-329 

TRACE SUMMA nON 

To accompany Record No 1972/118 
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PLATE 7 

Geophone Station Interval : 4S.7m 

1.5 

2.0 

2.5 

3.0 

Geophone Paller:> : 

16/Irac.e, 6m apart, transverse 

(See Plate 38) 

Shot Hole Pattern : 

5 or 7 holes', 4S.7m apart, 
transverse (See Plate 3B)· 

Depth 20-23m 
Total charge 63-136kg 

PROCESSINGINFORMA TION 

Opt'ical 'Processing by 
Bur'eau of Mineral Resources 

LaserScan Spalial Filt~ring 
(90· stop wedge) 

VELOCITY INFORMATION 

Analysis of dynamic niislies, 

HORIZONTAL SCALE 
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o 500 1000 1500 , 
o 

" 
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TRA VERSE 3 - 3N 
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RECORDING INfORMATION 

. Magneti c Recorder: P MR -20 

Amplifiers PT~700 

Prefilters ,: Out 

F(lters L 16 -K K 135 

AGe S 

Gain Initial: -60/-50 

Final : -TO 

Geophones : HS-J . 14Hz 

'Geophone Station Interval: 4S-:7m ' 

Geophone Pattern : 

16/trace; 6m' apart. transverse 
(See p late 38) . ' 

Shot Hole Patt e rn : 

Sor 7 .hol es. 45.7m apart. 
transverse (See Plate 38) 

Depth 20-23m 
Total charge 63-136kg 

PROCESSING ,I NfORMATI ON 

Digital Processing by 
Geophysical Service International 

Time-variant Deconvolution 
(30 point) 

Filter: 20-50 Hz 

VELOCITY INfORMATl9N 

Analysi s of dynamic 'mislies 

HORIZONTAL SCALE 
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RECORDING INFORMATION 

M al1nelic Recorder : PMR-20 

Amplifiers PT-700 

Prefillers: Out 

Fillers L 16 -KK135 

AGe S 

Gain Initial : -601 -50 

Final -10 

Geophones: ' HS-J, 14Hz 

Geophone Sla tion Int erval : 45.7m 

Geophone P a ttern : 

16/ tra ce, 6m apart , transverse 

(See Plate 38) 

Sho t Hole P a tt ern : 

5 or 7 holes, 45.7m apart, 
transvers e ' (See Plate 38) 

Depth 20-23m 
Total charge 63-136kg 

PROCESSING INFORMATION 

Di gi la I Proc essing by 
C;eophysi cal Servi ce .lnternat iona I 

Time-variani Deconvolution 
(30 point) 

Time-variant Velocity filter 
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VELOCITY INFORMATION 

Analysi s of dynami'c misties 
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TRA VERSE 3 - 3N 
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RECORDING INFORMATION 

Magnetic R ecorde r : PMR- 20 

Ampli fi ers PT- 700 
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Filters L16-KK135 
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Gain Initi a l : -60/-50 

Final -1 0 

Geophon es: HS - J, 14Hz 

Geophone Station Int erva l : 45.7m 

Geophone Patt e rn : 

16/trac e, 6m apa rt, t ransve rse 

(See Plat e 3B) 

Shot H ole P attern : 

5 or 7 holes , 4S .7m apart, 
tran sverse (See Pl at e 3B) 
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Migration Stack 
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VELOCITY INFORMATION 

Analys is of dynamic misties 
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RMS velocity (m/s) 
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Number of traces 
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Traverse 3-3N{Plates 10 and II) 

MIGRA TION NOMOGRAM 
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Horizontal distance in terms of number of traces that an event of given 
reflection time and dip will migrate, that is half-aperture required in Migration 
Stack to. migrate that even" computed for the veloCity function indicated. 
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